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 TRANSNATIONAL COORDINATION MEETING MINUTES 

Cornellà de Llobregat (Barcelona) 4th-6th November 2015 

 

SUMMARY OF WHAT TO DO: 

A. Add 3 school priorities (from initial survey) per school on the Google            

Group Message board. Ireland and Wales will write a first year manifest            

with one common priority. Greece will create and share a sample poster.  

B. Italy will blend together and share with us the two selected logos. 

C. A12. Creating shields with relaxation activities. A4 size. Exchange 3          

shields with each school during Athens meetings (we need to bring 15            

shields each school).  

D. A13. Sport activity. Favourite / most played sport graph. Results          

exchanged at Athens LTTA meeting.  

E. A14. Fruit day. Start fruit day at each school. Creating graph most popular             

fruit at each school.  

F. Update webs (Spain will update the websites). Each school will receive an            

invitation to create an account in the project web and Twinspace. 

G. Update activities information in the different webs. Each school will keep           

their activities updated in the web. Each school will upload their photos,            

videos, etc in the common google account.  

 
 

ATTENDEES: 

Anna Parkinson, Michael Gallagher, Iwan Ellis, Vasiliki Arampatzi, Stravroula         

Nikitaki, Katarzyna Wojtala, Magdalena Karkowska-Gieron, Annie Asgard, Paul        

Carroll, Rachel McGuinness, Heledd Watts, Vasiliki Kyragiani, Giuseppe        
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Manzo, Agnieska Gregorek-Szyszka, Elena Pueyo, Marta Amigo, Manuel        

Capitan. 

 

 

AGENDA TOPICS: 

1. Welcome and general introduction. The coordinator school hands out         

a folder that contains all the documentation they need for the           

development of the Project: Application Form, project evaluation, team         

up calendar, Project Activities document, certificates of attendance,        

meeting agenda.  

2. Project Redefinition: As this is the first time we met it was necessary to              

review and redefine the project. Main discussed topics were: : 

o Budget Readjustment 

It is informed that the Spanish National Agency (NA) readjusted          

our project budget and we all have been affected. It is important to             

understand how we can use that grant. All schools need to contact            

their own NA and get a document in which it is specified the exact              

amount in each budget section, confirming the number of people          

participating at each event. The coordinator school explains how         

the budget can be spent according to the Spanish NA and which            

the main guidelines are, but every school should contact their own           

NA and confirm the details (schools are supposed to get 80% of            

the money 30 days after submitting the contract and the remaining           

amount once the final report has been evaluated. However,         

Ireland says that it has already got 65% of the money. Everyone is             

encourage to check specific NA rules). 

According to general guidelines, the operating Budget is flexible         

and it can be transferred up to 20% of the money from one section              

to another. It is not possible to add more money to the Project             

Management section. 
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According to Budget readjustment and how tight it is it will be very             

important to plan in advance any meeting dates and inform of all            

expenses expected at each event.  

During the project host schools will organise lunches but each          

participant will pay their part. Schools agree that lunch cost          

shouldn’t be above 10€ per person, understanding each country’s         

own culture and diversity. We all agree that host schools will           

organise 2 dinners during LTTA meetings, being Sunday and         

Thursday the prefered days. Unplanned activities / dinners may be          

suggested spontaneously but it will be up to each participant to           

attend.  

It is recalled that teachers should collect all issued tickets and           

even photocopy them (in order to preserve ink) because in the           

event of an inspection, they could be required by the competent           

authorities. 

 

o New number of partners and its consequences. Create formal         

document. 

The project will continue without France, the partner school that          

dropped from the original project. It is officially accepted that          

France won’t participate. The remaining countries must submit a         

document in which they agree the new distribution of         

responsibilities. Spain and Greece have been affected by the         

voluntary resignation of France and they have seen their budgets          

readjusted as the last Transnational Coordination meeting has        

been moved from France to Spain. The distance band for Greece           

is now different so they will have their budget reduced, and as            

Spain is not travelling but hosting, the budget allocated to it will be             

returned.  

The new responsibilities are:  

-Mental Health: Galway (Ireland) 
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-Sports : Cardiff (Wales) 

-Nutrition: Athens (Greece) 

-Website and online platforms: Rodomsko (Poland) 

-Deadlines: Salerno (Italy) 

-General Coordination: Barcelona (Spain) 

 

3. Project Management. 

o Activities:  

Teachers are required to have a look at the 44 activities. Next            

scheduled activities: 
 

A. Teachers talk about the surveys done at their respective schools          

. After analysing the results, it is agreed that each school will            

choose 3 priorities that want to be improved in this first year.            

Each school will add them in the Google Group Message Board,           

Ireland and Wales will choose a common one we all will work            

together, creating a first year manifest (A0). Greece will design          

some posters and share with all of us. Each school will create            

copies of this posters and exhibit them in their local area. The            

objective will be to track that common priority at all schools, and            

then each school will have the option to extend their actions to            

other priorities.  

B. All the countries display their logos. After the voting has taken           

place, the logos selected are from Italy and Poland. Italy will           

remake the logo blending both of them. The new logo must be            

used in all activities.  

C. Activity A12. “How do children relax?”. At each school students          

will reflect how do they relax. They will create a cardboard shield            

and will draw and colour, collage, (free technical use) the main           

activities / actions they do in order to relax. Results will be exhibit             

at the Erasmus+ Corner at each school. Every school will          

exchange during Athens meeting 3 shields per school, so we will           
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need to take a total of 15 shields from each school. All of them              

will have a A4 size and easy to carry with us.  

D. Activity A13. Sport activities. Each school will ask their students          

about their favourite or most practised sport activity (importance         

of season and weather). Results will be exchanged / shown          

during Athens meeting.  

E. Activity A14. Fruit day. Each school will start a fruit day. We will             

collect different information about this activity such as: what is          

the most popular fruit, how fruit preference changes according to          

season, locally grown fruit, etc. We will exchange that information          

during Athens meeting.  
 

It is important to remember that we should take evidence (photos,           

videos, etc) from each action / activity / event we do related to the              

project and upload the information to the different websites.  
  

4. Project Calendar (confirming meeting dates and final order) 

We confirm dates for next 3 meetings. The final dates are:  

1. Athens (25th-29th January) 

2. Galway (18th-22nd April) 

3. Poland (29th-30th September) 

The last 3 meetings dates haven’t been confirmed yet but there are            

suggested dates in the Team Up calendar. We should have a look at them as               

we will be deciding then during next meetings.  

At each meeting the following hosting school will provide some useful           

information about travelling organisation (where to fly, where to stay,...) 
  

5. Project impact and dissemination.  

It is very important to read the Application Form sections related to            

project impact and dissemination. These two aspects are quite important as it is             

stated that every school will offer to peer coaching both colleagues at own             
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school and local community. It is expected that after each LTTA meeting all             

participants will answer a questionnaire about the meeting.  

It is planned to be 2 project reports. The mid-term report deadline is 15th              

July 2016 and the final report deadline will be 31st October 2017. We will be               

using two main web platforms to to them: “Mobility Tools” and “Erasmus+            

Project Result Platform”. The coordinator informs that the final report will be            

evaluated and if results are low our budget will be affected. If our project final               

report gets less than 50 points our budget will be reduced in 25%, less than 40                

points will mean a reduction of 50% the budget, and getting less than 25 points               

will mean a reduction of the 75% of the budget.  
 

● Project Dissemination.      

In order to publish and show our project Spain has created a website for              

the project: https://erasmusplushappens.wordpress.com  

This website has been created specially for the project and it isn’t            

finished yet. We agree that it will be the place to publish what each              

school is doing. Spain will create login accounts for every school. 

Along with this website it has been created a Twinspace for the project.             

We agree that this space it is more unfriendly but that it will be important               

to use as it is recommended by the Erasmus programme. 

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/11090/home 
 

A project google account has been created for the project. It is:  

 erasmusplus.happens@gmail.com          Password: happens1517 

We will use this account to upload material that we will link to the              

website. We will upload photos in https://picasaweb.google.com/home       

(picassa web album). Two different folders will be created for each           

meeting photos: one to be shared in the website, and the other one just              

for us with more personal / social photos. Videos will be uploaded to             

youtube and documents to drive. Powerpoint will be uploaded in          

www.slideshare.net. For all this places we will use the common google           
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account. Once we have all the documents uploaded we can get the            

embed code and paste it to the blog news or web post.  

All schools agree in uploading their own information to the different           

websites, being responsible of keeping it updated.  

 

Cornellà de Llobregat 12th November 2015 
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